Historians of science, medicine and philosophy in Islamic societies will agree without hesitation that courtly patronage was of extraordinary importance for the introduction, spread and maintenance of the ancient sciences, as well as for the many new results that scholars achieved in these fields in different Islamic societies. Despite this generally held conviction, there are no studies of the phenomenon and its various forms in specific Islamic societies. A second conviction, In this paper I study evidence for courtly patronage for the ancient sciences in specific post-classical societies in the Arab and Persianate worlds. I show that there are plenty of historical sources for seriously challenging the widely held belief that courtly patronage for the ancient sciences disappeared in the post-classical period. I discuss similarities and differences between the classical and post-classical period at large and between specific post-classical dynasties in particular. I ask which disciplines courts sponsored, which products they privileged and which institutions and norms they used and mobilized for and through their patronage. I compare the relationship between patronage for scholars in two main settings -the court and the madrasa. I suggest that the proposed causal link between the disappearance or decrease of courtly patronage and the so-called decline of the ancient sciences needs to be revisited.
Este artículo estudia el mecenazgo cortesano de las ciencias de los antiguos en determinadas sociedades post-clásicas del ámbito cultural árabe y persa. El autor muestra que un gran número de fuentes históricas cuestionan la idea, muy extendida, de que ese mecenazgo desapareciera en las sociedades post-clási-cas, y analiza a ese respecto las similitudes y las diferencias entre los períodos clásico y post-clásico en general, y entre distintas dinastías del período post-clásico en particular. Indaga también qué disciplinas y resultados financió y favoreció ese mecenazgo, y a través de qué instituciones y normas se ejerció, comparando sus dos principales escenarios: la corte y la madrasa. Como conclusión, sugiere que la hipótesis de que la desaparición o el debilitamiento del mecenazgo causaron el llamado declive de las ciencias de los antiguos debe ser revisada.
albeit less firmly held, is the belief that one of the major factors that led to what is usually called the decline of the ancient sciences was the disappearance of courtly patronage at some unclear point in time. 1 This vagueness results from disagreement about when the decline commenced, and from a lack of clear statements about when courtly patronage ended. Opinions on the matter vary greatly, some seeing the eleventh century as the starting point, others the fifteenth or sixteenth century. 2 Given the importance of these historiographical problems it is surprising that very little research has been done assessing the evidence for the disappearance of courtly support for all or some of the ancient sciences, and the link between this phenomenon (if it indeed can be shown to have happened) and changes in the content and innovative power of research that occurred in later Islamic societies.
In this paper I will focus on courtly patronage of the ancient sciences after 1200 in the territories between Egypt and India. I will show that courtly patronage of the ancient sciences did not disappear in this post-classical period. Several dynasties extended their support to scholars interested in a variety of ancient sciences. Such a claim finds clear substantiation in dedications and ownership marks attested in manuscripts; notes appearing in biographical dictionaries and historical chronicles about scholars at courts and their contacts with rulers, princes, emirs, viziers, other court officials and powerful women at courts; and courtly protocol and official honorific titles specified in administrative sources. The more challenging problems arise from the limitations of these materials and the need for non-trivial interpretations of the information they offer. Since courtly patronage continued after 1200 under several major and minor dynasties, the changes in scientific activities and the decrease in new results cannot be ascribed to lacking "state" support as such. The changes themselves, their character, scope, disciplinary, spatial and temporal occurrences as well as the modes in which they appear and the values they reflect, will not be discussed here. Neither will I offer suggestions about the factors contributing to such changes. All this goes far beyond the purpose and possibilities of this paper. But even more important, these issues are deeply steeped in prejudices and assumptions characteristic of scientific activities in our own days. There are no in-depth studies of specific cases that contextualize such changes in the value system of their times and places. In addition, the rigorous questioning of the assumptions underlying our judgments and of the suitability of our methods has only begun recently.
I use the term "ancient sciences" in this paper as a shorthand for the mathematical sciences (geometry, number theory, arithmetic, algebra, magic squares, mathematical cosmography and geography, astronomical handbooks, ephemerides, time-keeping and related issues), medicine, philosophy (metaphysics, logic, natural philosophy, economics, ethics, politics) and the occult sciences (astrology, alchemy, geomancy, numerology and related fields). The reason for doing this is that the use of the term "science" suggests a modern understanding and excludes medicine, philosophy and the occult sciences, while the use of the term "rational sciences" would exclude the mathematical sciences and include important religious disciplines such as uóùl al-dên, which I will not explore here. I will focus primarily, however, on the mathematical sciences and medicine, touching upon philosophy and the occult sciences, excluding astrology, only in a cursory manner. The reason for this limitation is found on the one hand in the lack of systematic surveys on the history of philosophy under most of the dynasties I will discuss in this paper (exceptions are the Safavids and the Mughals), and on the other in the fact that my research interests focus primarily on the mathematical sciences with some additional interest in a social history of medicine.
1. Courtly patronage of the ancient sciences in the classical period 3 Courtly patronage of the ancient sciences in the classical period took place both in the form of personal relationships between a patron and a client and as an outgrowth of relations of loyalty between families. According to Mottahedeh, loyalties were the result of three cultural activities: providing benefits, concluding various types of formal commitment (oaths, vows, guarantees of safe conduct) and showing gratitude. Benefits (ni'ma) given by a ruler to his subjects served to create stable, reciprocal ties. Generosity (sam×ça) was expected from the ruler when handing out benefits, but when combined with indulgence (mus×maça) could diminish the ruler's reputation. 4 Formal commitments regulated "duties and obligations that could be enforced without coercion." 5 Practitioners of the ancient sciences benefitted from the second type of formal commitment, the vow. The vow was made to God, and contained a promise to do some particular good work on the basis of a good intention. Repairs of irrigation channels and bridges, or the building of mosques and, later, madrasas, could be announced publicly in the form of such a vow. In combination with the actual work of repair or construction, the vow served to elevate the symbolic and real power of the ruler who made it. Practitioners of the mathematical sciences, in particular surveyors and muhandisùn (geometers, engineers, architects), were often involved in the repair and replacement work. The recipient of benefits was obliged to show gratitude (shukr al-ni'ma), since masculine honor was based on acknowledging received benefits, reinforced by the Qur'×n's repeated reminder that the (true) believer is grateful for God's continuous benefits. 6 Mottahedeh argued that patronage during Buyid rule resulted from this triangular net of benefits, formal commitments and gratitude. 7 In exchange for promotion, a patron expected his protégé to serve him in various ways as long as either of the two lived. 8 Many of the scholars who worked as astrologers or physicians at Buyid and other courts of the period stayed until they died in courtly service, often through the reign of more than one ruler. It is no exaggeration to claim that many of the most productive and innovative astronomers/astrologers, physicians and philosophers spent long years in courtly service. This means that the impressive results of nearly five centuries of mathematical, medical and philosophical research and teaching were produced through the institution of patronage at its major centres, namely, central and local courts.
The patronage relationships that rulers, viziers and other courtiers maintained with physicians, astronomers/astrologers and philosophers were discussed in a variety of terms. A patron extended honor (ikr×m) and benefits, often in a generous manner, to the men who healed him, cast his horoscope or observed the stars. The physicians and occasionally also the astronomers/astrologers are said to have served (khadama) their patrons, often until their patrons' death. Honor paid to a client could take many forms, including precious robes, monetary gifts, privileged ranking in seating at court during official occasions, and inclusion in caliphs', sultans' or viziers' groups of boon companions (nadêm). Patrons also shared other more personal favors with their clients.
The scholars engaged in patronage relationships were expected to offer expertise in areas such as healing, observing the planets and stars, casting horoscopes, constructing instruments, writing books, making automata or repairing clocks, water wheels, channels, and other infrastructural components. An important professional service of physicians and astrologers was to accompany their patrons on military campaigns, pilgrimages, and other travels. Teaching sons of rulers, their relatives, and other courtiers was another service scholars of the mathematical sciences provided for their patrons. Scholars of all disciplines dedicated books and instruments to patrons from the early Abbasid period. It is, of course, not always clear whether the dedication was an expression of gratitude for benefits received or a proposal to enter into a patronage relationship. The vocabulary used in histo-ries of scholars and bibliographies includes translating, writing, composing or doing a work for a ruler, a vizier or a scholar. Instruments as well as texts were named after patrons and designed specifically for them. 9 Other ways of talking about patronage relationships in the ancient sciences included terms like ittaóala bi (to be bound to, to be connected with), ghul×m (boy, youth, military slave, servant), çamala (to carry), a'ûama (to invite), 'azzaza (to elevate, to exalt, to make dear), irtaba÷a (to bind, to commit, to engage), istakhdama (to hire, to engage the service), istaçÝara (to summon, to fetch), isht×qa il× (to covet, to desire ardently), çaûiya 'inda (to enjoy the favors, to be in the good graces) and da'× (to summon, to call, to urge, to invite). 10 Some of these expressions, such as irtaba÷a, istakhdama and da'×, were applied to both rulers and viziers, while others such as çamala were used only of rulers. Irtaba÷a, istakhdama and da'× describe relationships in which power, although asymmetric, is shared because not only did scholars look for patrons, but rulers and viziers likewise tried to attract clients to their courts, occasionally going to great lengths to do so. But scholars did not always accept the prospective patron's offers, invitations or gifts. The Saljuq sultan Sanjar (r. 511-582/ 1117-1157) sent the enormous sum of 1,000 dinars to 'Abd al-Raçm×n Kh×zinê (fifth/twelfth century), a freed slave of Byzantine origin. Kh×zinê refused to take the money, saying that he possessed ten dinars, three of which sufficed to finance him for a year, plus a cat. He also rejected the same sizable monetary gift when it was offered by the wife of one of the Saljuq emirs. 11 The term çamala reflects the often violent nature of medieval society and the role of scholars as pawns in conflicts between rulers, invaders, rebels, and other claimants to power. When Sebügtegên (d. 387/997) and his son Maçmùd (r. 388-421/998-1030) conquered parts of Central Asia and Iran, they forced numerous scholars to flee westwards into the protection of the Buyid dynasty, or else carried them away to Ghazna. Among those who had to relocate after the fi-nal campaign in 408/1017 were the scientist Abù Rayç×n Bêrùnê (363-440?/973-1048?) and the physician Abù l-Khayr al-·asan. 12 The Ghaznavids were not the only dynasty that forced scholars into their patronage. Various Khwarazmshahs brought scholars to their court in this manner, as did some dynasties in the post-classical period such as the Mongols in the thirteenth century and Timur (r. 771-807/1369-1404) and his family in the late fourteenth to fifteenth centuries. 13 The historical sources paint a complex and rich picture of different forms and styles of patronage. Successful relationships that lasted a lifetime are found, as are those of a more fluid nature. Cases of stability over two or even three successive rulers occurred at several courts during this period. However, cases of conflict and failed continuation of patronage were far from exceptional. Important factors in the fluidity of courtly patronage included enmity among members of the patron's family and towards his clients, as well as military, economic, and political instability. Competition among different factions within a ruling family and among families of administrators, and the growing influence of the Turkish military slaves upon the choice of the next caliph made patronage an unreliable field of social relations. As a result the figure of the itinerant, and often impoverished, scholar emerged. The asymmetry of power and the inherent instability of this imbalance are reflected in the various forms of punishment that a patron could heap on a client, either on his own behalf or on the behalf of another client. Extortion, loss of office and property, exile, imprisonment, and execution were widespread means of regulating access to power and funds among the civil elites, in particular on the level of viziers and their immediate entourage. Scholars of the mathematical sciences, even those who were powerful patrons in their own rights, also suffered under the arbitrariness of the patronage system. Several were exiled, incarcerated or killed.
Boundaries that separated patronage from other kinds of relationships, for instance those that existed in the realm of craftsmanship, are often blurred due to a lack of precise information in the sources. century primarily meant a military slave, to describe relationships involving scholars of the mathematical sciences and instrument makers. In most cases, the owner or master of a ghul×m was either an astrologer or an instrument maker. Instrument makers like Açmad and Muçammad, the sons of Khalaf (third/ninth century), often started their career as ghilm×n (plural of ghul×m) and later had ghilm×n themselves. Both brothers had been ghilm×n of the astrolabe maker 'Alê b. '½s× (third/ninth century) and then trained six other men as their ghilm×n, all of whom became known as instrument makers. 14 Hence it is perhaps reasonable to interpret this relationship as one between a master and an apprentice rather than one of patronage.
Courtly patronage of ancient sciences in the post-classical period
Courtly patronage of ancient sciences in the post-classical period was characterized by two kinds of relationships to the classical period. On the one hand, it was institutionally similar to that of the classical period; on the other, it differed in two respects profoundly from the previous period. It was institutionally similar insofar as it took place first and foremost as a relationship between individuals. Rulers supported scholars, not disciplines, even if certain forms used for installing and legalizing patronage such as waqf (religious donation) apply an abstract, disciplinary rhetoric either with specifications for individuals or without. Rulers who decided to donate professorships for certain ancient sciences, in particular medicine, often did so because of a personal experience of need. In some cases, a vow made at an earlier moment of need preceded such a donation. Scholars praised rulers, not dynasties, in dedications and inscriptions. Historians, if they talked at all about activities relating to the ancient sciences, also mentioned them only in relationship to individual rulers, members of ruling families or courtiers. Hence when I speak in this paper of courtly or princely patronage, it is important to recall this individual character of patronage relationships. It is very rare that a dynasty as a whole or even only its heads followed one single, coherent approach towards the ancient sciences and their practitioners. The most that can be said in such rare cases is that several members of a dynasty supported a similar set of authors and texts and used them for similar purposes. The fact that the authors or texts that were patronized by various dynasties belonged to a limited number of disciplines, in particular medicine, astrology and to some extent magic, tends often to obscure the differences between individual rulers and other courtly patrons.
In the post-classical period, the rhetoric used for negotiating and representing patronage relationships lost much of its earlier richness. It shrank mainly to the three concepts of honor or grace, benefit and service. Most of the patronage relationships between an Ayyubid ruler or prince and a physician, for instance, were described using this terminology. 15 The rhetoric of patronage under the Mamluks continued to revolve around the same terms as in the Ayyubid period. Clients linked themselves with and served specific patrons, and these patrons honored or benefited them. 16 New terms such as qarrara hu or fê (to appoint s.o. to, place s.o. in), istaqarra bi (to settle down, to take a permanent place of living, i.e. a permanent position) and ikhtaóóa bi (to devote or dedicate an honor or service, to privilege s.o., to make s.o. special) reflect the demands and opportunities created by the system of endowed teaching institutes. Outside the Ayyubid-Mamluk domains, the impact of the endowed teaching institutes took longer to permeate the language of patronage. The continued importance of the courtly sphere for patronage of the ancient sciences in these other regions is reflected in the vocabulary used to describe relationships between patron and client. In addition to the prevalent rhetoric of service, honor and benefit, other terms like ittaóala bi (to be bound to, to be connected with), nasaba (to link, to bring into relation) or ta'alaqqa (to be attached, to be dependent, to be devoted, to be connected, to belong) were used. They expressed the fact that a patron and a client were connected or bound to each other. 17 These shifts in rhetoric point to the institutional differences that separate patronage activities during the post-classical period from those of the classical period. The reason for these differences can be found primarily in two changes that occurred in regard to the social loci available for the practice of patronage and the scientific disciplines. After Niû×m al-Mulk (1018-1092) made the creation of endowed teaching institutes a component of Saljuq cultural politics in the eleventh century, rulers, princes and powerful women of the Zangids, Ayyubids, Artuqids and other Sunni dynasties followed the Saljuq example in the twelfth century in northern Iraq, Anatolia, Syria and Egypt. This opened new domains for patronage outside the courtly sphere. However, in Saljuq times the courts remained major, if not the main social spaces for patronage of the ancient sciences, as suggested by the case of 'Abd al-Razz×q al-Jazarê's (d. after 603/1206) work at the Artuqid court in Diyar Bakr or the presence of physicians in the entourage of the Atabeg Nùr al-Dên Maçmùd b. Zangê (r. 541-569/1146-1173). From the last decades of the thirteenth century onwards, princely patronage for madrasas, mosques and Sufi kh×nq×hs with their prescriptions for teaching posts, stipends and other positions, among them the post of a muwaqqit, were features that repeatedly occurred in the cultural politics of Mamluk sultans in Egypt and Syria. As is well known, Sultan al-Manóùr Qal×wùn (r. 678-689/1279-1290), Sultan L×jên (r. 696-98/1296-99) and Sultan al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh (815-824/1412-1421) donated hospitals and chairs for teaching medicine at mosques and madrasas in Cairo and Damascus. 18 Sultan ·asan (r. 748-752 and 755-762/1347-1351 and 1354-1361) provided for a professor and six stipends in 'ilm al-mêq×t (the astronomical discipline for determining prayer times, the directions of prayer towards the Ka'ba in Mecca and the rise of the new moon as well as teaching the relevant geometrical, arithmetical, astronomical and instrumental knowledge) at his newly erected madrasa in Cairo. Other Mamluk sultans granted scholars of the ancient sciences professorial posts and posts as muwaqqits or physicians at mosques, madrasas and kh×nq×hs. Under the Mamluks, the social space of princely patronage shifted significantly. It moved from the courtly sphere to the sphere of the endowed teaching institutes and the hospitals. Only medicine with its offices of ra'ês al-a÷ibb×' (head of the physicians) and the courtly dêw×n remained embedded directly in the courtly sphere. The extent to which the Mamluks shifted their patronage from the court to the madrasa and hospital seems to be unique. No other dynasty in the Arab world, Anatolia, Iran, Central Asia or India established its patronage of the ancient sciences primarily outside the courtly sphere.
The Ottomans followed a mixed heritage by taking up at first examples set by the Saljuqs, the Rum-Saljuqs and other Turkic rulers in Anatolia. After the fifteenth century they also added components of Mamluk policy. As a result, they sponsored the ancient sciences within the courtly sphere, in particular medicine and astrology. Court physicians and court astrologers lived in the palace and were presided over by a head physician or head astrologer, two official courtly positions. The Ottomans also exercised a substantial amount of patronage outside the court within the realm of the endowed teaching institutes and hospitals. They sponsored hospitals, chairs for medicine at madrasas, the teaching of several mathematical disciplines and the post of the muwaqqit. Most of the major mosques in Istanbul, Edirne and Bursa provided for such a post, and the large madrasa complexes often included a hospital and a position for teaching medicine.
The proliferation of endowed teaching institutes altered the landscape of princely, but also of urban patronage in several ways. Teaching became a profession which guaranteed a stable income from the properties attached to the teaching institute. Once a client had been appointed to a position at a certain institute, regular visits with the patron were not necessary to assure funding. In this sense, the relationship became more distant and formal. However, the substantial regular income and the social prestige linked to major endowed institutes, in particular those endowed by rulers, their relatives, high ranking military leaders and major administrative officials, induced many professors to try to grab as many chairs as possible and to determine their own successors. This desire for chairs, money and influence resulted in all sorts of fights and trickery as these clients sought to defeat competitors and push colleagues from their posts. Patrons were now especially valuable to them for their capacity to offer protection against rivals from their own ranks and to support claims in case an official court complaint became necessary. In this sense, the relationship between patron and client became more intense. It could assume criminal aspects, a feature that occurred in the classical period primarily among the major secretarial families. Such criminal aspects consisted mainly in activities undertaken to force an office holder out of his office, mostly a professorship at a madrasa and cognate teaching institute. They comprised spreading rumours, raising false accusations, ambushing, enforcing legal persecutions or cancelling an appointment by a governor or another official who formally was not responsible for the particular waqf (donation) and its stipulations.
The bonds created between patron and client depended on opportunities and circumstances, and thus varied not only among the dynasties, but among individual members of a given dynasty and the cities where they ruled. A rare case of an astrologer affiliated in customary Mamluk style to Sultan al-Manóùr Qal×wùn was Ibr×hêm ·×sib al-Malikê al-Manóùrê in the thirteenth century. His name indicates that he was a member of the sultan's household, perhaps even a man of the sultan's personal troops. He wrote one of the very rare astrological treatises composed in Mamluk times and territories. The sources Ibr×hêm claims to have used show his familiarity with the leading ninth-and tenth-century writers on the subject, among them Abù Ma'shar (d. 273/886), Ya'qùb b. Isç×q al-Kindê (d. ca. 260/873) and Abù Sa'êd Sijzê (ca. 334-ca. 411/ca. 945-ca. 1020). 19 Timurids exercised a variety of patronage forms. For instance, in some cases they forced their patronage on unwilling clients who had been bound to weaker patrons through foster parent relationships characteristic of the slave armies of other dynasties, and exercised their princely prerogatives in regard to scholarly matters. Enforced patronage occurred mainly in the context of military conquest. Princely interference into scholarly matters took place via dismissals of office holders and occasionally through visits of classes. In other situations Timurid princes took a less aggressive approach, stimulating competition between clients and raising intellectual challenges for them.
In 
manners who apparently failed to comply with the rules of courtly etiquette and courtesy. He teased other scholars by sending them pages with mathematical problems which he asked them to solve. 21 'Alê Qushjê (d. 879/1474), whom he took under his wing as a young boy and provided with excellent education at his madrasa, was treated like a foster son, according to reports by later historians. 22 The academic knowledge that 'Alê Qushjê acquired in Samarkand and the expertise he obtained by running the madrasa and the observation program after K×shê's death endowed him with a reputation and status that made him an honored guest in the eyes of the Aq Koyunlu ruler Òzùn ·asan (r. 871-883/1466-1478) and the Ottoman sultan Mehmet Fatih (r. 855-886/ 1451-1481), who invited him to courtly sessions of scholarly debate and conviviality. 23 
Differences and similarities between princely patronage patterns in the post-classical period
The possibility that anyone with sufficient funds could donate them for a pious purpose and open a teaching institute diminished the central role of princely patronage and created a broader spectrum of patronage opportunities outside the courts. The attitudes of rulers and their family members, as well as other members of the courtly sphere, towards continued support of scholars beyond endowing teaching institutes varied across different regions and periods. The personal entourages of many Ayyubid princes included scholars, among them physicians, geomancers, engineers and astrologers, with whom the princes spent time in meetings of debate and conviviality. Mamluk sultans and heads of Mamluk households invited scholars of the religious disciplines to sessions for reading the Qur'×n or çadêth collections. Scholars of the mathematical and occult sciences were called when a Mamluk needed explanations of natural events, counsel for future activities, particularly battles, or help with prayer times and the direction towards Mecca. Physicians and geomancers were called in cases of disease. But the entourages of high ranking Mamluks only rarely included scholars of the ancient sciences serving for a lifetime as had been common under the Ayyubids. Mamluk patronage for the ancient sciences, as noted, focused first and foremost on the endowed teaching institutes. This focus on appointing preferred scholars to chairs at madrasas, mosques or kh×nq×hs included 'ilm al-mêq×t, medicine and occasionally the philosophical sciences.
Turkoman and Turco-Mongol tribal dynasties in Iran, Central Asia and India pursued patronage policies in regard to the ancient sciences that resembled those of the Ayyubids. Courtly support among the Injus, Aq Koyunlus and Timurids for the ancient sciences seems to have focused primarily on scholars attached to the court. Support for scholars pursuing the ancient sciences at madrasas is presently known only as the exception to this rule. The Mughals and Safavids also confined most of their patronage activity to their courts. But in contrast to the other three dynasties, they also supported scholars at madrasas, including those with an interest in the ancient sciences. Dynasties of other ethnic and social origins, such as the Muzaffarids in southern Iran, sponsored scholars within the sphere of the courts and with positions at endowed teaching institutes. Thus, although all of these Turkoman and Turco-Mongol dynasties adopted what is generally termed Persianate culture, this culture did not produce uniform patronage patterns. Hence other factors need to be taken into consideration, among them specific beliefs and policies intended to justify and ensure the dynasty's rule and power. For the time being, the data I could collect are insufficient to draw explanatory links between these patterns and other factors for the Injus and the Aq Koyunlus. For the Timurids, art historians have shown that Timur's politics of legitimizing himself as heir to Chingizid rule shaped most of his military and cultural decisions. 24 In my view, Timurid interest in astrology, astronomical handbooks and planetary theory are similarly situated within this framework of justification. Timurid rulers and princes showed a particular interest in astronomical and astrological texts written by scholars who had worked at Ilkhanid courts. Several Timurids collected such texts and copied them for their libraries. At least three Timurid princes, if not more, also studied these texts. In many respects, Mughal patronage patterns continued the policies of their relatives, but incorporated additional elements, in particular with regard to the mathematical sciences, under the direct influence of scholars from Shiraz.
Other differences in the patronage patterns between the mentioned dynasties concern the relationship between the ancient sciences and the arts. When produced for an Inju, Timurid, Mughal, Safavid or Ottoman ruler, prince, governor, eunuch or other member of the courtly sphere, mathematical, astronomical, astrological, medical and philosophical texts were often carefully executed and finely illustrated with shamses, sarlawhs, 'unwans, gilded frames, calligraphic writings and in some cases even illuminated with miniatures and other paintings. 25 Such luxury books became objects of collection and display, and found themselves in the libraries of various rulers, their officials, wives or other relatives. Preferred texts for illustration or illu- Leiden, 1992. 25 Art historians who have worked on manuscripts with scientific content have focused primarily on the artistic aspects of their illumination and illustration, but rarely discuss aspects of patronage for the sciences these texts teach. Those who tried to include some reflections on the relevance of the scientific content have usually relied on secondary sources rather than on an analysis of the content and context of the texts themselves. Because of these differences in interest and focus I have abstained from citing the studies of Qazvênê's, Éùfê's and other authors' works by contemporary art historians. 27 Such activities took place in specific locations, not always necessarily in the capital of a dynasty. The Jalayirids and Aq Koyunlus, for instance, asked for copies of Qazvênê's work primarily in Baghdad. The Jalayirids also ordered a copy of the earlier work by Salm×n Íùsê (sixth/twelfth century) with a similar title and similar content, although more literary than scientific, but written in Persian. 28 This suggests that centres of painting experience and the availability of qualified painters were decisive factors for the illustration of scientific manuscripts. The fact that Salm×n Íùsê's work, Dioscorides' Materia Medica and other scientific texts were illustrated and illuminated in Safavid Shiraz in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries reinforces this claim. 29 However, as more manuscripts come to light and are carefully studied, our knowledge of where, when and for whom scientific manuscripts were illustrated and illuminated will continue to expand.
Another important factor that determined the kind of manuscripts that were copied and illustrated was the image a ruler or prince wished to portray. The stories told about Ulugh Beg or Iskandar Sul÷×n (r. 811-818/1409-1414), for instance, suggest that they wanted to project the image of a scientifically educated prince. Hence they invested money, manpower and time in the production of high-quality illustrated copies of scientific texts for their libraries and for their personal use.
Professionally decorated manuscripts made in Iran or India include astronomical handbooks such as the Ilkhanid Tables and Zêj- 30 In contrast, Zangid, Ayyubid and Mamluk illustrated or illuminated scientific manuscripts are less numerous and cover a much smaller spectrum of themes and titles. Mechanics, natural history, astrology, medicine, the art of war and a broadly construed knowledge of horses and other useful animals were their main domains. At least one Zangid copy of Dioscorides' Materia Medica is preserved in Istanbul. 31 Copies of al-Jazarê's book on automata are extant from the 35 Another difference between the post-classical dynasties that sponsored the ancient sciences at their courts or through their endowment of teaching institutes concerns the disciplines that were privileged. In most cases, the only way to determine which disciplines were favored at court is to collect information about dedicated texts, instruments and other material objects such as medical bowls, amulets or minia- medical bowls with magic squares and incantations, some of which are obvious fakes. 36 Éal×ç al-Dên also received medical treatises and the aforementioned work on war machines. One of the Ayyubid viziers, Ibn al-Qif÷ê (d. 646/1248), was the recipient of a work on toponyms and other geographical information. 37 Thanks to Ibn Abê Uóaybê'a's (592-670/1194-1270) dictionary on physicians and other scholars of the ancient sciences, our knowledge about Ayyubid patronage of these sciences is comparatively better than that of other Islamic dynasties in the same period. 38 As Ibn Abê Uóaybê'a's book proves, Ayyubid rulers enjoyed surrounding themselves with several physicians to whom they were often linked for a lifetime. In many cases a court physician only moved to the next Ayyubid court after a patron had died. In contrast, Ayyubid rulers did not consider astrologers a necessary scholarly group at their courts. Only a minority of Ayyubid princes patronized astrologers. Those who did apparently did not employ more than one astrologer at a time.
More interest seems to have existed for philosophical debates at the courts in Hama and Damascus. In the first decades of the thirteenth century, scholars with strong interests in logic, metaphysics and kal×m fought at Mu'aûûam '½s×'s (r. 615-624/1218-1227) court in Damascus about Ibn Sên×'s philosophical heritage and Fakhr al-Dên R×zê's (544-606/1149-1209) evaluation of this oeuvre. Sayf al-Dên al-¨midê (d. 631/1233), who had been a client of the prince in Hama until the latter's death, received an invitation to come to the Damascene court. There he excelled through his intelligence and eloquence. 39 His strong self-esteem brought him many enemies, among them Shams al-Dên Khusrawsh×hê (d. 652/1254), his rival in the rational sciences and the teacher of Mu'aûûam '½s×'s son and successor N×óir al-Dên D×'ùd (r. 624-626/1227-1228), but more importantly Ibn al-Éal×ç al-Shahrazùrê (577-643/1181-1245), one of the leading scholars of çadêth and a sworn opponent of logic, which he had unsuccessfully studied with Kam×l al-Dên ibn Yùnus (d. 640/1242) in Mosul. In addition to alienating leading 'ulam×' in Damascus, Sayf al-Dên apparently also violated some of the rules of patronage by allowing the ruler of Amid, his native town, to negotiate with him about leaving Ayyubid patronage without actually taking up the offer. When the beleaguered lord of Amid answered a taunt by the head of the Ayyubid family al-K×mil (r. 615-635/1218-1238), which asserted that he had no scholar worth his name in his town, with the proud rebuke that Sayf al-Dên had accepted his offer to become the town's new chief judge, the scholar's fate was sealed. Al-K×mil's brother al-Ashraf (r. 626-635/1228-1237), who had conquered Damascus one year after his brother Mu'aûûam '½s×'s death and forced his nephew al-N×óir to leave for the fortress town Karak together with his teacher Khusrawsh×hê and his physician Ibn Abê Uóaybê'a, had developed a deep dislike for Sayf al-Dên. After the confrontation involving Amid, he dismissed the scholar from his chair at the 'Azêziyya madrasa, according to a claim akin to that of Sib÷ b. al-Jawzê (d. 654/1256): "Him who teaches something other than tafsêr and fiqh and turns to the doctrine of the philosophers I will expel." 40 Although it is not known whether al-Ashraf asked Ibn al-Éal×ç for legal support, the scholar backed in principle the ruler's breach of patronage conduct when he issued a fatw× against teaching any other discipline but çadêth, tafsêr and fiqh. 41 However, al-Ashraf surrounded himself with other scholars of the ancient sciences, some of whom he explicitly invited to join his entourage. 42 This is one of the reasons why I read the story of Sayf al-Dên's dismissal by al-Ashraf primarily as a story of conflicts in patronage relationships between a brilliant and self-confident scholar, his peers and his patrons. In contrast, philosophy was not a discipline that attracted much interest among the Timurids. First and foremost, they patronized history and geography, which traditionally were not considered scientific disciplines, except for mathematical geography. 44 Above and beyond this focus on history and geography that occupied an important position in Timurid self-representation, astrology and astronomy drew most of their attention. The casting of horoscopes was a regular component in Timurid intellectual culture. Iskandar Sul÷×n and Ulugh Beg patronized astronomy, geometry and arithmetic. The observatory and madrasa for the mathematical sciences built by order of Ulugh Beg in Samarkand are well known, as are the anthologies composed at Iskandar Sul÷×n's courts in Shiraz and Isfahan. Several of the surviving manuscripts from Iskandar Sul÷×n's courts contain scientific treatises on astrology, astronomy, geometry, mathematical geography, alchemy and medicine.
Several Timurid rulers and princes, beginning with Timur himself, were dedicatees of texts which included scientific topics or were exclusively devoted to one of the ancient sciences. Some manuscripts of a Persian translation of the Ras×'il ikhw×n al-óaf×' contain a dedication to Timur. 45 After the death of Iskandar Sul÷×n, Ghiy×th al-Dên K×shê, who had worked at his court in Shiraz and written several astronomical texts for the prince, dedicated at least two of his mathematical works to his new patron Ulugh Beg. Other important collaborators in the program of astronomical observations patronized by the Timurid prince also dedicated works to him, but in contrast to K×shê's treatises, the texts dedicated by Q×ýêz×de Rùmê and 'Alê Qushjê to Ulugh Beg were of an elementary nature. The overall pattern of such texts in the mathematical sciences seems to be that Zêjes, surveys and introductions were considered appropriate either as offers to Timurid rulers and princes in search of patronage, or as expressions of appreciation and gratitude for received support and benefits. Also belonging to this group are the texts dedicated to Abù l-Q×sim B×bur Bah×dur Kh×n (r. 51 The connection of Jal×l al-Dên Davv×nê (830-907 or 8/1426-1501 or 2) first with Timurid, then with Aq Koyunlu rulers is well known. He dedicated several of his writings on philosophy and related topics to princes of these two dynasties. 52 Asked by Òzùn ·asan for commentaries on philosophical texts, he edited Naóêr al-Dên Íùsê's ethics and wrote treatises on Shih×b al-Dên Suhravardê's teachings. 53 In 887/1482 he wrote an introduction to Ilç×q's unfinished commentary on the Elements, recommending it and expressing his hope for its speedy completion. 54 Commentaries on astronomical texts, such as Íùsê's Sê faól on the compilation of ephemerides, also are attributed to Davv×nê. 55 The rulers of the Inju dynasty were interested in encyclopedias, astrology, medicine and magic. The Inju ruler Abù Isç×q (r. 744-754/ 1344-1353) sponsored some of the scholars who left the Ilkhanid capital Sultaniyeh due to the upheaval and uncertainties caused by the death of Abù Sa'êd Bah×dur Kh×n (r. 716-736/1316-1335). Muçammad b. Maçmùd¨mulê (d. ca. 753/1352) was one of these schol-ars. Around 741/1340, he wrote his encyclopedia of the sciences, which included substantial material on a broad range of the ancient sciences, both their so-called fundaments and their branches. A manuscript of an unidentified text on Iranian history which included numerous miniatures was produced in the environment of the Inju court in Shiraz in about 741/1340. Welch has argued that it is a Persian version of the same type of astrological history as that encountered in M×sh×'all×h's (d. 200/815) and Abù Sa'êd Sijzê's Arabic works. 56 The Muzaffarids exhibited interest in the same fields as the rival Injus, and apparently also in geography. They began as a local dynasty in Maybud, starting with Mub×riz al-Dên Muçammad 57 He may also have been the author of an encyclopedia called Maq×lêd al-'ulùm fê l-hudùd wa-l-rusùm, a copy of which is extant at the British Library. 58 It is dedicated to Sh×h Shuj×'. Sh×h Shuj×''s need for magical support is indicated by a mirror with magic squares and other formulas that was dedicated to him in Muçarram 777/June 1375. 59 Safavids, Ottomans and Mughals sponsored astrology and medicine by establishing regular courtly offices for their practitioners. The majority of texts on the ancient sciences dedicated to Safavid rulers, princes, governors and viziers fall into these two disciplines. They include surveys on diseases and remedies, discussions of the properties of individual remedies, ephemerides, horoscopes and surveys of astrological themes and methods. 60 Characteristic of Safavid interest in medicine is the apparently widespread incorporation of magic in the Fayýê translated Bh×skara's (d. after 1183) Lêl×vatê for Akbar. 65 In about 1074-5/1663, a Hindu scholar wrote a Persian commentary on the translated text. In 1044/1634-5, 'At×' All×h Rashêd b. Açmad Nadêr, the eldest son of the architect of the Taj Mahal, translated Bh×skara's Bêjaganita for Sh×h Jah×n. 66 In addition to these two mathematical texts, various Upanishads and the M×h×bh×rata were translated into Persian. 67 Ottoman sultans and viziers, among them Mehmet Fatih and Ahmet Fazil Köprülü (1045-1087/1635-1676), sponsored translations of scientific works from Greek into Arabic, and from Persian, Arabic, Latin, Italian and French into Ottoman Turkish. Examples are Ptolemy's, (Pseudo-)Ibn Hawqal's and Blaeu's works on geography, Qazvênê's book on cosmography and natural history, Naóêr al-Dên Íùsê's little survey on the astrolabe,¨aghmênê's introduction into mathematical cosmography, works written by muwaqqits in Mamluk Egypt and Syria, as well as astronomical and astrological works mostly by French writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Scholars responded to the changing cultural conditions at court by dedicating translations into Persian or Ottoman Turkish to sultans, viziers or religious dignitaries. This could include the translation of treatises earlier dedicated in another language to a different patron, mostly outside the Ottoman realm. Examples are 'Alê Qushjê's rededications of his introductory works on arithmetic and mathematical cosmography, first dedicated to Ulugh Beg, to Mehmet Fatih after translating them from Persian into Arabic. This practice, whereby works formerly offered to one patron were rededicated to another, also can be observed with other dynasties, and could occur with Íibb al-a'imma Medicine 71 I ordered the titles as taken from the catalogues according to disciplinary affiliations starting with two books on history of scholars and beliefs followed by medical, mathematical, occult and philosophical sciences according to the understanding of the period. 72 The three manuscripts mentioned here contain different parts of the work.
